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The Body Change
THE UNIVERSITY PAPERS Vol.6, Number 1

The Light now penetrates your body

Creative circuits are being
extended through you as you read
this. Be assured your way of life is
coming to an end and the real, true
life reflecting the oneness of your
consciousness in God (Christ
Truth) is being revealed.

and your Creative Center is emerging
as the golden light body. The world is
no longer in charge of your physical
appearance. Christ Consciousness
rules and this awareness produces
t h e n e w b o d y. T h e I A M
Consciousness is the Consciousness
As the curtain rises, many will be
of Christ; It will fulfill its mission as the
glorified and many will be
Creator emerged.
forgiven. Harmony will be restored
to Earth and her body. All will
The picture that you have created out
return home by the mandate of the
of belief in the world—be it your
Creator, who is the Creator Son
present body form or your present life
and Universe Father.
experience—gradually disappears.
In its place, the Christ body of
With the release of the flesh to the
immortality, carrying the Divine
Creative Power (Holy Spirit), the
Presence, is objectifying. It is time.
new body can be fed with light; the
We have come together in a new way,
resurrected body leaves this
saith the Lord.
worldly plane of density and
separation and returns to the
The Creator file is open and the Solar
original blueprint and code of
Son Consciousness will vibrate
Melchizedek. Operate like Light
through your cells and cause
now. You are the Light.
frequency changes in your body.

What Happens When
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The University of Melchizedek
has presented much in the way of
preparation in order to ready your
consciousness for this
transformation. The body will
become light.
You are in the process now. You
may be experiencing resistances
in your body—aches and pains
and discomfort caused by the
resistance of the physical body
code to the new body energy field.
However, if you have surrendered
and accepted the new life already,
your body code has already
altered and the path of light will be
one of joy and celebration as you
welcome in the new field.
Your alignment through the

University and Order of
Melchizedek has been that of
the Christ Within. You have
learned or remembered your
original code of Melchizedek
and have no difficulty in
accepting it through your
system. The ego or personal
sense must be released so that
the Higher Mind and Creative
Circuit of God’s Will can vibrate
as I AM Positive, the Christ
Consciousness in you.
You are one with God in Truth.
You are the intended. Yet you
are here on Earth to
consciously realize this and to
vibrate the I AM presence as
your Self.
Even as the Identity circuit
(Christ blueprint) is open to
you, so must your awareness
form of Itself a brilliant new
body. This body, then, can take
physical form and become
adapted to the circuitry of the
planet and the physical laws of
planetary life and expression.
You must now come to your
post. It is time to live in your
Christ dimension as the I AM
circuit is extended to you and
death is no more.
Just as Mother Earth, Gaia, is
changing her body and rising
into a whole new field of
Christed power and Light, so
are you to rise also into a new
body. The changes come
rapidly now. My Spirit is upon
the land.

continued on page 3
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The Body Change
Specific Directions
Once you have accepted your true
Self—the Christ Light and Life within
you—as your original identity and
have released the fear-based ego,
your new Self or original blueprint
(after the Order of Melchizedek) must
produce a body form as a walking
energy field of the Christ Within.
Thus, if you have been actively
aligning with the Christ Within, you will
have no difficulty in this transition.
Keep your eye single and your body
will be filled with light.
Keep your focus on the Christ Son
(Sun) within your Heart Chakra. That
is your identity circuit. Let It tell you
about Itself and Its great oneness with
all life. Remain positive in this center
and rely on God as your Source for all
and everything. Remember the Law
of abundance: Father-Mother God
gives to the Son-Daughter. Once you
claim and experience that Son center
within you, you activate that Law. Do
not look to the world for your supply
but rather receive and accept your
divine inheritance. I and the Father
are one is the Christ Code of
Melchizedek. That is your code of Being or expression as you live in Me
and I in you as the Sun.

continued from page 2
experience as your dense,
material body. Remember that if
you are to remain with the
resurrected Earth serving as an
immortal, you will have to make
the transition from the dense
form to the newly created body of
the solar dimension: the Christed
body.
Be conscious of your Guardian
Angel and the way will be shown.
You are the example of Living
Light on this planet Earth. You
have come to shake off the
dense tube of the present earth
body and to reassimilate the
Light Intelligence that is yours in
the living Christ identity
frequency.
Be aware of your Higher Self as It
is entering your system and
realizing Itself on earth. Keep the
focus on the Christ within. You
are that one. You complete
yourself in that light and you
honor the Father-Mother through
this transition and your
acceptance of His-Her divine
plan as “I AM.”

Leave the world and accept
within yourself the Presence of
Once you are stabilized in this t h e K i n g d o m , t h e I A M
electrical field of God in you as I AM, Consciousness after the Order of
the world as it has seemed will Melchizedek.
disappear. Your point of awareness
will be with Me as the Solar Son (Sun)
Living as Light: the
emerged.

Paradigm Shift

The Christ Body Emergence
Just as you have aligned and
continue to align with your Christ
identification through the Heart
Chakra, please visualize now the
projection of the Christ body (“the
Image and Likeness”) as a body of
form replacing what you now

Let your consciousness realize
itself in the new body. This is a
vehicle for the Christ projection. It
is equipped to ascend and
descend at will, to vibrate the
Creative Power (the Creative
Daughter) and to receive the
Father-Mother God as given

through the Christ dimension.
Please be aware of this: your
present material body is
programmed out of your
consciousness as you claim
your Christ body. Thus,
attention should be on the
emerging, out-picturing Christ
body as your body. When
suggestion comes concerning
y o u r p h y s i c a l b o d y, i t s
appearance, health, etc.,
realign your consciousness
swiftly to that of your emerging
body of light or Christ body. You
must take your place in that
body to establish it as your own.
The lighter you become, the
less you will feel identified with
or attached to a third
dimensional body. Your Inner
Voice will be giving you
instructions as to how to
cooperate with the body
change and to stabilize from
this point on. Keep yourself
alert and aware!

Practice This:
Be still. Focus on your Heart
Center (chakra).
Receive the Christ Within as
God conscious of Him-Herself
in you. Be totally conscious of
this and experience the
overwhelming joy that comes
from your acceptance of this
place of union.
Actively and permanently let go
of the false world and the lower,
ego-based self. Realize that
your Heart Center, where you
are experiencing the presence
of God as your Christ Within, is
the Kingdom of God. You live
here now and your heart is
continued on page 4
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The Body Change
continued from page 3
expanding with this thought.

YOUR MIND AND YOUR BODY
MASTER'S PAPERS Number 31

Open to your reality. Give back to Me your flesh.
So that I can lift it as My own and finish it
through Me.

Overwhelming joy fills you as you
return home to the Creator’s position
in you as I AM, as it was in the
beginning.
Let God (Spirit) act through your
b o d y. F e e l t h e p e a c e a n d
Acknowledging the Christ Within as contentment of this. Every morning
your true identity, your place in the upon waking, give your physical
Divine Plan or Son, let the Christ body to God (or GodSelf) that I AM
Within embody as your nature, as (God) can move about in and
your Self and as your material body. through His/Her creation. Return
See this happening. Be consciously your physical body to God!
present in this emergence as every
cell opens to receive the new Then go into your mind. Let God
dispensation. You are the Christ! flow through your mind activating it,
Reseeded on Earth!
inspiring it, radiating His/Her supply.
Return your mind to God (Divine
Let this exercise be with you Intelligence) that God can govern
throughout your day. It will come the body and live through His/Her
naturally to practice it and to reaffirm creation.
this process of Christ emerging.
And lastly, and foremost perhaps,
Listen to the words within that direct joy in the expression of being one
you in all ways. I have come.
with God. Enjoy this experience.
Your joy, is in fact, God's joy. The joy
Blessings of the Light, Crystal
of the GodSelf in be-ing.
Here is a new dimension for you to
ponder. A new life.

THE EMBRACE OF TRUTH
THE CITY OF LIGHT
by Patricia Jepsen
12 pages, 4 1/4" x 5 1/2"

The living truth is the circuit of
Energy that is God. It is the
Presence. When truth is present
there is no other. Only life I AM.

Booklet $2.50

The GodSelf manifests as the living
truth in your system - You are
empowered
by this truth and
DESCRIPTION
conceived
by
It.
This strong and vibrant message is
formatted into a pocket-size booklet. Your
place in the new dimension is waiting.
Christ is your identification and the glorious
light of divine revelation your path. Study
this carefully. It clarifies so much!

See the living truth - God - flowing
and expressing through your
system or being. Then say to It: I
give you the power to express and
have your being Be-ing through me.
http://shop.melchizedeklearning.com/pr You give me life.

I AM abundance. I cannot
conceive of limitation. It is not a
part of Me, of My life. I AM the
well that never runs dry. I AM
consciousness unbroken.
I AM the body and the mind.
For these are my words,
K. H.

The City of Light
can be attributed to
a Community of
Light where The
Christ Truth flows
freely through all,
thereby eliminating
fear, sickness and
disease. It is a city
of one
consciousness with
God. To this City
do we aspire and
for this have we all
found ourselves in
this Sacred
University of
Melchizedek under
the direction of our
Lord Sananda Okey Ibezim

oduct.sc?categoryId=2&productId=611
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Alchemical Changes
THE SPECIALS Vol.5, Number 25
On April sixth, the eternal
combustion of the Creative Power
will take place letting loose the forces
of light that will create a new world.
This is the beginning of Sananda’s
Ingathering and His prophecies of
enlightenment and creative
ascensions.

I want a thousand workers to
fulfill My Word. I have come to
stand with them in nature and in
divine energy of My Second
Coming. I will cleanse and
reestablish the World of Light by
My Coming. He who is in Me is
realized as I AM.

I AM coming.

The house of Light is coming.

A solid energy Plan has been
released to those who can minister to
it and who are open to the
understanding of the New Age.

Dressed in the waves of My Spirit
we move together as one body in
the vibration of GodMan, the
GodSelf. We will demonstrate in
harmony with one another the
plane of light that has descended
into Earth’s body and her
consciousness. Will you be one
of these who will walk with Me
and demonstrate the body of
light? It is this body that is the
rising Power of God, kundalini in
you, which can raise this Earth to
a higher pitch and bless her in the
rhythm of Sananda.

What will be occurring—what has
already begun to occur—is the
emergence of the great new body of
light. There are certain field workers
who have demonstrated an ability to
release old forms of attachment and
who have been tested on the Inner
Voice alignment. These ones have
been schooled carefully on the inner
planes and in the colleges of
Melchizedek so that at a moment’s
Call, they will actually become their
body of light. They will demonstrate
the appearance of light
consciousness and will become
visible as this demonstration.
Few at first they will be. But it is the
plan and the great hope that there will
be more who will fulfill their missions
as members of the Christ community
of Light.
Bearers of the Light come forward.
It is already planned who the first
ones will be, the ones who will
complete the alchemical change into
higher chakras and into the radiation
belt that I, Sananda, have prepared
for them as fulfillers of My Word.

want that very much to happen
in the next few weeks. There
are leaders among you who
can make the change quickly;
those are the ones who have
been selected to demonstrate
for the masses.

1

Demonstrating the Light
Focus

There is a steady flow of Christ
energy entering your body.
The Christ body will be built.
This is a new plane of life. The
initiation for this alchemical
change is taking place even as
I write.
Let the light now be your world.
The nature of humanity is
changing rapidly. I AM on fire
with love for you. Go quickly to
the light and so be with Me as
My disciples of Light and Love,
in the world but not of it,
speaking My word in divine
union with others, in
brotherhood for all.
March 21, 2000
—Crystal

The Light is continuing to build. It
will be building through the
Easter season in preparation for
the May shift.
What you are feeling—some of
you—is the tearing away of old
rhythms, crystallization and the
release of much density. As you
are ready and it is safe to do so,
you will release the physical
concept of a body and go directly
into the light body already
prepared for you as a
consciousness of the Christ. We
1 The words “in Me” refer to
consciousness aligned with the GodSelf
or Divine Man.
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The Light of the Buddha
SOLAR NEWS Vol.1, Number 23

A Meditation Message at the Be not impatient, for the day is to this Earth. Pick up your bed
coming when there will be no and walk as a Melchizedek.
Full Moon

suffering on planet Earth, from the
greatest to the smallest. We will
have
love.
Now the curtain parts and the World
Savior emerges as the Solar Son and
the Planetary Prince. He who has Now let peace come into your
given Himself to this Earth and to her hearts and through your minds.
resurrection process will be speaking Speak only peaceful words and
more fluently to you now, as you begin keep your suns alive in your
to understand that the planet is hearts.
changing her orb and she is aligning
with the higher consciousness herself. Help those who do not understand
yet that we are in a new age and in
We are in a changing evolutionary a new place of Christ emergence.
pattern that will loose the fleshly part You are the Sons of God, you are
of humanity, the resistance that has the Creator’s children born of Him
caused so much suffering to this and given the light of Himself.
April 26, 2002, Ojai, California

Golden Race. Peace will settle upon
this planet once again. We will all
begin to understand what peace truly
is and we will observe the peace within
ourselves and keep the peace among
ourselves and among our nations. We
will refuse to fight when we are asked
to fight and defend ourselves. We will
not step into battle. We will stand as
light.
And the Creator will be with you and
with all intended, and you will thirst not
nor will you wander from the hills.
The world as you have known it will
pass away. It will die and disappear as
though it has never been. It will
become a lost memory, remembered
not in the records of this Earth.
Intoning now with the Higher Self,
release the fleshly part and reclaim
your holy Self , your Christ within and
remember the light.
1

Harvest the New World
as Consciousness
Message given April 30, 2002
I AM a state of Being. My
Breath empowers you to Be.
You are trapped no longer, for I
AM amongst you as freedom
itself.

Be now in the new creation.
Walk through the door that I
have provided for you and
enter the New World of
Creator Michael. The first will
be last and the last first. I have
Bring harm to no living thing. Walk
created you equal. All are
the harmless way and so give
parts of Me as I seek to unite
thought to love.
with your cells and create new
life.
You have the gifts in your hearts to
overcome all obstacles. When you
Step into the World of Light.
turn inward to the God of your Self,
Live that World. Be that World.
to the Creator within, you will
Link with others who are
understand the holy power that
inhabitants of this World of
you have as you draw on the Light
Light and Love. Be Suns in
and release this Light selflessly.
true form and thrust from your
reasoning mind a world that
Feed on My Word. I AM a
has no existence in Me. For I
generous Creator.
have come amongst you to
vibrate this New World of My
You reach to the world for
Second Coming. Released of
answers, but there are no answers
the flesh, be clothed with the
there. What causes the suffering,
Spirit. Come join with Me, as
My dear ones, is your attachment
you call forth the New World
to the world. Leave that world,
from within yourself. Fasten to
which is fast dissolving of itself,
this new dimension and
and come home to the Creator
remain with Me in the Solar
within.
Light of The Son.
3

This is the time for great suffering, yet The pearl without price rests within
in this suffering will occur the your heart and those who find it are 1 I AM.
overturning of evil . You who have Lords of Light.
2 Mesmerism.
suffered enough will suffer no more.
3 The Universe Creator who
You are on voluntary assignment bestowed Himself as Jesus on earth.
2
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IN THE CENTER OF TIME
THE MASTER’S PAPERS Number 94
The Book of The Lord (LAW) gives no
time for events. There is no such thing
as a time for the Apocalypse nor for
any other biblical reference to
consciousness ascension. There is no
end of time nor is there a beginning.
We are all in the nature of expanding
revelation where time becomes a unit
of command, a governed place where
vision manifests in immediate
agreement.
Let go of time in its present form for it
can only inhibit you in your glory field
of love and light. Be time-less with no
mark of time on your brow nor in your
heart. We who serve in the present
invisible spheres of light and love
move and have our being in the
moment. We are not servants of time
nor can we be caught in time concepts
of other fellow human beings. We are
our own revelation unto ourselves,
created out of the center of time where
all thought and idea is timeless.
Enter now the glory field of being
where the presence of God or Truth is.
And in Its immediacy that is Being,
governed only by the thought
revelation, the presence of this Being I
AM lives in a program of timelessness
where now is the only future and the
only livable path.
Now be that which you have come to
be with all the faith and trust of your
high self! Live in the center of time
where rivulets of My Being breathe out
into revelation all that I AM. Come to
Me. I AM all and everything. I AM the
one and the all. I AM created from the
creator and I AM the one being that
constitutes all time and all space as
MY SON. My spirit governs all.
Meet the Universe Creator in your
heart first then return to the Christ light
of your heart with the authority

program for the new age. This is
the first and the last, the beginning
and the end all at one -- one single
obedient ever - present unit of
molecular substance as I AM.
Peace be unto you and
timelessness.

THE PASSAGEWAY INTO
INFINITY
Delphi, a Golden Retriever
resident here at the center, was
teaching a class last night on
“Animal Communication” As has
happened before, her steerage
guided us all attending into a new
place in our consciousness. I want
to share that place with you now.
It was made clear by Delphi that in
order to understand the language
of the animal-nature kingdoms we,
as human beings, had to put aside
our egos, our sense of
separateness and domination.
Further, it was implied by Delphi
that we must not only respect and
listen to our animal partners but we
must be able to hear them from our
hearts! This would mean, of
course, that we must connect with
the animal kingdom (as well as all
other expressions of life) through
our feeling nature. To be able to
actually communicate with these
kingdoms the state of awareness
must be focused through the
i n t u i t i v e - f e e l i n g - h e a r t Wa y.
Because -- as Delphi made clear to
us -- in the beginning all life
understood one another and
listened respectfully to one
another in the spirit of one. It was
only as human beings became
more and more rational and
intellectual that they lost the ability
to hear all other expressions of the

Spirit life in correspondence
with one another.
Now this tells me that as human
beings relearn the heartintuitive Way, the way of
humility, compassion and
partnership with all life, they will
be admitted once again into the
Kingdom of the All. The very
basis of peace rests in this
revelation. And the
passageway into the Spirit Life
or the Kingdom of God is
through the heart by means of
earth compassion. The Mayan
peoples speak of the end of the
Fifth World and the possibility
of entering and abiding in the
Sixth World or the
Consciousness World of
Oneness. The passageway
into this world of light is open to
any and all who would leave the
rational, intellectual mind as
the dominant factor of mind and
come as a little child through
the heart into the world of unity.
“We welcome you,” Delphi
says, “as you become one with
us in the life stream of the
Mother. Peace.” And peace it
shall be as the rational mind
relaxes back into the Spirit.
1

1 The book, “Angels In Waiting”
makes this clear. Please try to
study these magnificent lessons
from the Angelic Kingdom if you
have not already! They will help
you with the understanding of the
Sixth World or the World of Light
which is incoming at this time. This
book is available through the
University store at
http://shop.melchizedeklearning.
com/product.sc?productid=129&
categoryid=2
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